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INC: ADVANCED SCREEN SIGINING WORKFLOW

Advanced screen signing workflow
Personalize workflows for printing are increasingly desired by consumers, such as email to file, scan to
folder, predefined user settings, pull print, etc. Customers sign many documents every day and increasing
the efficiency and security of this process is beneficial. From receipts, to closing documents, to
authorizations, signed documents are a part of everyday life.
This invention uses a printer or mobile optical system to capture specific signature block information and
then uses a library of customer defined or learned settings to provide an optimal signature/authentication
workflow process to a customer.
This invention adds scannable signature software to configure a device with predetermined settings and
authentication features. The settings and features can be communicated to other systems to perform
analytics, store data, and improve the customer experience. The invention can be configured locally at the
device level or be executed in the cloud and passed to the device upon authorization. The customer can
allow auto-signature applications with increased security functions. When input from the device is
collected to validate a user, the device personality can change from default to a customer preset
configuration. This allows an authenticated customer to access their personalized resources, such as
email preferences, pull print, default language, and other personalized device settings. In addition to
printing, documents that are signed using this process could also be used to create a cloud record of
signature become part of a document management and tracking system.

Components
1. Device, printer (with scanner, processor and data storage)
2. A cloud (with data storage, connection to device)
3. Device, mobile (processor, connection, and screen)
4. Software/Driver (for non-cloud-based solution)
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